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ORDER 

AND NOW, THIS ______ day of _____________, 2021, upon consideration 

of the Rehabilitator’s Application in Support of Rehabilitator’s Statement Regarding 

Restructuring of Insurance Liabilities in Rehabilitation, and any response thereto, it 

is hereby ORDERED that the Application is GRANTED and the Restructuring 

Statement attached thereto is APPROVED.  The Rehabilitator may proceed in 

accordance with the Application and Restructuring Statement, as well as take any 

other steps necessary to effectuate the requested restructuring.  

___________________________________ 
MARY HANNAH LEAVITT 

      PRESIDENT JUDGE EMERITA
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IN THE COMMONWEALTH COURT OF PENNSYLVANIA 

In re: Senior Health Insurance Company 
of Pennsylvania in Rehabilitation  

 :

:

:

No. 1 SHP 2020 

APPLICATION IN SUPPORT OF  
REHABILITATOR’S STATEMENT REGARDING RESTRUCTURING OF 

INSURANCE LIABILITIES IN REHABILITATION 

Jessica K. Altman, Insurance Commissioner of the Commonwealth of 

Pennsylvania, in her capacity as the Statutory Rehabilitator (“Rehabilitator”) of 

Senior Health Insurance Company of Pennsylvania (“SHIP” or the “Company”), 

respectfully submits for the Court’s approval the attached statement (the 

“Restructuring Statement”) regarding the planned restructuring of the Company’s 

long-term care (“LTC”) insurance policy liabilities in connection with the Approved 

Rehabilitation Plan (the “Plan”).   

In support thereof, the Rehabilitator states as follows: 
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Introduction 

1. The Plan was approved by the Court in a Memorandum Opinion and 

Order (“Approval Order”) dated August 24, 2021, and docketed August 25, 2021.   

2. This Application is filed pursuant to the Approval Order, which states 

that the Rehabilitator will file a separate application to address the policy 

restructuring and tax issues described in Section H of the Plan.   

3. This Application uses certain relevant terms as they are defined in the 

Plan and in the Glossary included in the Restructuring Statement.  Terms in bold 

appear in the Glossary. 

4. The planned restructuring adopts an approach widely used in insurance 

company rehabilitations for the last thirty years.   

5. In addition, the approach facilitates many administrative and financial 

objectives of rehabilitations, including management of potential federal income tax 

issues.  

6.   Thus, and for the reasons set forth below, the Rehabilitator asks this 

Court to approve the attached Restructuring Statement. 

Background and Precedents for Restructuring 

7. Beginning with the receivership of Executive Life Insurance Company 

(“ELIC”) by the California Insurance Commissioner in 1991, this type of 

restructuring has been used in receiverships involving issuers of life insurance 
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contracts, tax-qualified retirement plan funding contracts, annuities, accident and 

health insurance contracts, and most recently by this Court in the receivership of 

Penn Treaty Network America Insurance Company (“PTNA”) and American 

Network Insurance Company (“ANIC”) involving LTC policies.  

8. ELIC, a large issuer of life insurance, structured settlement annuities, 

group annuities and group insurance contracts issued to tax-qualified retirement 

plans and municipalities was placed in rehabilitation on April 11, 1991.   

9. To minimize federal income tax liabilities that could have resulted if 

ELIC’s insurance liabilities as measured for tax purposes had simply been reduced 

to align with its available assets, the insurer restructured its insurance liabilities 

pursuant to a plan adopted by the court.   

10. The ELIC receiver requested and received a private letter ruling

(“PLR”) from the Internal Revenue Service (“IRS”) which adopted a four-step 

approach to the restructuring for federal income tax purposes.1 See PLR 9239026 

(June 29, 1992).   The IRS also issued guidance confirming that changes to the 

1 PLRs are issued by the IRS Office of Chief Counsel to a particular taxpayer.  The 
IRS provides annual procedural guidance on the terms for requesting a PLR, 
including the amount of the applicable user fee which is currently $38,000.  PLRs 
are released to the public, but the taxpayer’s employer identification number and 
other information is redacted.  Typically, the IRS will only rule on issues not 
otherwise adequately addressed by other IRS guidance.   
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insurance policies under the ELIC Plan would not create adverse federal income tax 

consequences to the policyholders.2

11. More recently, PTNA and ANIC were placed in liquidation by this 

Court.  Like ELIC, PTNA and ANIC restructured their LTC policy liabilities 

pursuant to the approval of this Court and received a favorable PLR from the IRS.  

See PLR 201845020 (Aug. 15, 2018).   

12. Between ELIC and the PTNA/ANIC liquidation, the IRS issued 

numerous PLRs adopting the same restructuring approach for various insurance 

receiverships.3

13. PLRs cannot be cited as precedent by another taxpayer pursuant to 

section 6110(k)(3), and, typically, the IRS will only rule on issues not otherwise 

adequately addressed by other IRS guidance.  

2 Rev. Proc. 92-57, 1992-2 C.B. 410, PLR 200820009 (Jan. 31, 2008), 
supplementing PLR 200814005 (Dec. 27, 2007), PLR 201348006 (Sep. 3, 2013) and 
PLR 9544026 (Aug. 4, 1995) (all four PLRs were issued to a Pennsylvania insurer’s 
liquidator or rehabilitator and provided various requested policy owner tax rulings). 

3 See also PLR 9615037 (Jan. 11, 1996), PLR 9516055 (Jan. 26, 1995), PLR 
9839005 (Sept. 25, 1998), PLR 9832026 (Aug. 7, 1998), PLR 9720038 (May 16, 
1997), PLR 9430043 (May 6, 1994), PLR 9323022 (March 15, 1993), and PLR 
201322035 (May 13, 2013) which addressed the issues to the insurer.   
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14. Despite issuing numerous PLRs that align with the Rehabilitator’s 

approach here, the IRS has issued only limited general guidance on these specific 

issues for insurers, hence the need for a PLR in SHIP’s case.   

Grounds for Approval of Restructuring Statement 

15. The restructuring proposed by SHIP is based on the same basic LTC 

policy restructuring as was used by PTNA and ANIC, although the SHIP approach 

is slightly different in terms of the number of steps because SHIP is not currently in 

liquidation. 

16. The restructuring will proceed in three stages, ultimately yielding 

significant benefits for SHIP and its policyholders. 

Three Phases of Restructuring 

17. A rehabilitation or liquidation plan of an insolvent life insurer involving 

a policy restructuring usually has three stages.   

18. Stage I contains the initial policy restructuring to bring assets and 

liabilities into balance and create an unfunded debt obligation to policyholders 

separate from the restructured policies, along with generally contemporaneous 

modifications to the terms of the restructured policies (e.g., revised policyholder 

options) which reflect certain plan provisions, to maintain balance between assets 

and liabilities and to provide additional benefits to policyholders if experience is 

favorable.   
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19. Stage II generally contains a subsequent implementation of the 

modified policy value options and other terms to reduce a funding gap in the insurer.   

20. Stage III is the runoff of any business remaining in force, discharge of 

unfunded debt and final liquidation.  This is the same general approach taken in the 

SHIP Plan. 

21. SHIP’s restructuring will follow this same approach.  This three-stage 

approach has substantial non-tax and tax benefits for policyholders and for the 

Company.   

(a) The non-tax benefits include the flexibility to provide maximum 
benefits to policyholders to account for economic developments 
as they emerge and to provide transparency to policyholders.  
The approach also facilitates and helps define with clarity any 
potential third-party involvement (such as reinsurance, if 
applicable) and Guaranty Association (“GA”) obligations, if 
any.   

(b) The tax benefits in the policy restructuring approach help to 
avoid inappropriate company tax liability and as explained 
above, is an approach that has been recognized by the IRS in 
numerous PLRs. 

Tax Issues Resolved by Restructuring 

22. An exchange of old policies for newly issued policies (or a deemed 

exchange because of the change in policy terms) without an initial policy 

restructuring and creation of an unfunded debt obligation could have severe adverse 
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tax consequences for the insurer that would result in reduced benefits or premium 

increases to the policyholders.  

23. In general, Subchapter L of Chapter 1 of the Internal Revenue Code of 

1986, as amended, provides special rules for the federal income tax treatment of 

insurance companies.4

(a) Section 803(a) provides rules for determining when premiums 
and reductions in tax reserves defined in section 807(d) are 
includible in gross income.   

(b) Section 805(a) provides rules for determining when accrued 
benefits and increases in tax reserves are allowed as deductions.   

24. Outside of Subchapter L, section 108(a) allows an insolvent company 

to exclude income from the cancellation of indebtedness from gross income to the 

extent it is insolvent immediately prior to the discharge.   

25. As a life insurance company, SHIP has life insurance reserves with 

respect to its LTC Policies as defined in section 816 and determined under section 

807(d).   

26. There is support for treating a life insurance company’s tax reserve as 

an obligation for federal tax purposes, but it is not clear that it can be treated as 

indebtedness (without a restructuring) for purposes of section 108.   

4 References to “section” are to sections of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as 
amended, unless otherwise indicated. 
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27. Under Rehabilitation Phases One and Two of the Plan, certain 

Policyholder Elections are being provided to reduce or eliminate SHIP’s Funding 

Gap.  If the elections were given effect without a prior restructuring of SHIP’s LTC

Policy liabilities, any corresponding reduction in SHIP’s tax reserves would be 

included in SHIP’s gross income under section 803(a), even if SHIP was then 

insolvent.   

28. Given the extent of SHIP’s Funding Gap, this potential increase in 

taxable income would be significant.  In addition, under the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act 

of 2017, post-2017 net operating losses of life insurance companies cannot fully 

offset such taxable income.   

29. By comparison, if the liabilities are characterized as indebtedness of the 

insurer, section 108 could apply to exclude the unfunded amount from gross income 

to the extent of SHIP’s insolvency upon its discharge, thus avoiding any such federal 

income tax liability related to underfunding of the LTC Policy liabilities. 

SHIP’s IRS Ruling Requests for Company Tax 

30. The PLR issued to PTNA and ANIC and in other insurance company 

receiverships contain rulings which, in effect, convert the unfunded portion of the 

insurer tax reserves to an insurer debt that can then be discharged by the insurer in a 

tax-free manner under section 108.    
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31. Different insurer receiverships use different terms for the restructuring, 

but all attempt to manage the unfunded portion of the policy liabilities by preventing 

tax liability arising from a reduction of the insurer’s tax reserves.   

32. In this case, the requested rulings related to the tax treatment of SHIP 

will be as follows.   

33. First, when a Policy’s Unmodified Policy Value (“UPV”) is 

restructured as of the Effective Date (“ED”) to minimize the Policy’s unfunded 

liabilities, for purposes of Subchapter L of Chapter 1 of the Code as of such 

restructuring’s Effective Date: 

(a) The Company will include in income under section 803(a)(2) the 
total amount of the existing tax reserves under section 807(d) 
attributable to the UPV/ED of the Policy; 

(b) The Company will be able to deduct under section 805(a)(1) 
accrued benefits equal to the UPV/ED of the Policy; 

(c) The Company will include in premium income under section 
803(a) the restructured Policy’s Initial Funded Restructured 
Policy Value (“IFRPV”) as of the Effective Date; and 

(d) The Company will deduct under section 805(a)(2) the increase in 
tax reserves under section 807(d) attributable to the restructured 
Policy’s IFRPV coverage. 

34. Second, SHIP will also request a ruling under section 108(a) to confirm 

that SHIP will not recognize income as a result of the discharge by the Court of the 

Unfunded Benefit Liability (“UBL”), to the extent SHIP is insolvent immediately 

prior to the Final Discharge Order. 
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35. Third, SHIP will compute its statutory reserves for the restructured 

LTC Policies in accordance with the National Association of Insurance 

Commissioners’ Actuarial Guideline XXIX, Guideline Concerning Reserves of 

Companies in Rehabilitation (“AG 29”).  Under AG 29, the minimum reserve 

requirements must be interpreted in the context of a court-ordered contract 

restructuring to result in the most appropriate statutory reserves under the 

circumstances.  It is anticipated that the method that will be used by SHIP will be 

approved by the Pennsylvania Insurance Department.  The adopted method will 

allow the statutory (and corresponding tax) reserves to be computed in an amount 

that reflects the amount of the Allocated Assets, in addition to the possibility of a 

non-deductible premium deficiency reserve if the terms of the LTC Policies

temporarily provide for benefits in excess of such assets. 

SHIP’s IRS Ruling Requests for Policyholders 

36. SHIP will also request rulings to confirm no adverse tax consequences 

for its LTC policyholders.   

37. In general, these rulings will ensure that no LTC Policy will lose its 

“grandfathered” tax status because of changes made to that Policy pursuant to the 

Plan.  Grandfathered policy tax status often preserves for the policyholders the 

application of prior, more favorable, tax laws for the tax treatment of their policies.   
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38. The requested rulings applicable to SHIP’s LTC Policies will be as 

follows.   

39. First, any Court-approved restructuring or modification of an LTC 

Policy described in the Restructuring Statement will not affect the Policy’s issue 

date for purposes of section 7702B, nor result in a taxable disposition of any interest 

in such Policy by its Owner under section 1001, nor result in any amount includible 

in gross income by its Owner, pursuant to sections 104(a)(3) and 451.  

40. Such restructuring or modification will consist of:  

(a) Any Court-approved restructuring or modification by the 
Restructuring Statement of any LTC Policy’s provisions relating 
to any benefit or funding amounts or liabilities, any subdivision 
into IFRPV or UBL components, any addition or 
implementation of any option or interpretative provision, or any 
reduction in its Policy Value relating to its UBL in return for 
indebtedness of the Company to the Policy’s Owner; and/or  

(b) Any Court-approved modification, continuation or enhancement 
of any Policy provisions or any benefit or funding amounts or 
liabilities under any LTC Policy by a GA or its designated agent 
should the Court find that the Company is insolvent and should 
be liquidated. 

41. Second, the Owner’s tax basis in any LTC Policy will remain the same 

amount immediately after any Court-approved restructuring, modification, 

guarantee, assumption, continuation or enhancement of any of the Policy’s 

provisions or any benefit or funding amounts or liabilities described in IRS Ruling 

Request paragraph 39 as such tax basis was immediately before such transaction. 
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Summary of Tax Benefits from Restructuring 

42. Overall, the LTC Policy restructuring provides tax benefits to both the 

Company and its policyholders.   

43. For SHIP, the restructuring and the related PLR will provide support 

for the conclusion that there should be no federal tax liability related to SHIP’s tax 

reserves in excess of SHIP’s current Allocable Assets.  Without restructuring, 

SHIP’s federal tax liability could be considerable given the extent of its Funding 

Gap.   

44. For the policyholders, the restructuring and the related PLR confirm 

that all the options and policyholder elections provided by the Plan are incorporated 

into the terms of the LTC Policy without any adverse tax consequences on the 

Policy’s tax treatment.   

45. On the other hand, the LTC Policy restructuring presents no downside 

to either the Company, the policyholders, or the GAs.   Any GA obligation will be 

determined solely under the terms of the respective LTC Policy (as modified by the 

policyholder’s actual elections under any restructured options) if and when SHIP is 

placed in liquidation, but the LTC Policy restructuring by itself will have no effect 

on the GA-guaranteed terms of those Policies at that time. 

46. Based on the foregoing, as well as other considerations presented in the 

Restructuring Statement and during the hearing on Plan approval, the Rehabilitator 
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has concluded that restructuring is within the best interests of SHIP and its 

policyholders. 

Conclusion 

47. For the reasons set forth herein and in the attached Restructuring 

Statement the Rehabilitator hereby seeks the Court’s approval of the Policy 

restructurings, modifications and liability transactions described herein, subject to 

the conditions and specifications provided in the Restructuring Statement. 

Dated: November 8, 2021 Respectfully submitted,  

/s/ Michael J. Broadbent  
Dexter R. Hamilton, PA ID 50225 
Michael J. Broadbent, PA ID 309798 
Haryle Kaldis, PA ID 324534 
COZEN O'CONNOR 
1650 Market Street, Suite 2800 
Philadelphia, PA 19103 

Leslie M. Greenspan, PA ID 91639 
TUCKER LAW GROUP 
1801 Market Street, Suite 2500 
Philadelphia, PA 19103 

Counsel for Jessica K. Altman, Insurance 
Commissioner of the Commonwealth of 
Pennsylvania, as Statutory Rehabilitator of 
Senior Health Insurance Company Of 
Pennsylvania
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IN THE COMMONWEALTH COURT OF PENNSYLVANIA 

In re: Senior Health Insurance Company 
of Pennsylvania in Rehabilitation  

 :
:
:

No. 1 SHP 2020 

REHABILITATOR’S STATEMENT REGARDING RESTRUCTURING OF 
INSURANCE LIABILITIES IN THE REHABILITATION OF 

SENIOR HEALTH INSURANCE COMPANY OF PENNSYLVANIA 

Jessica K. Altman, Insurance Commissioner of the Commonwealth of 

Pennsylvania, in her capacity as the Statutory Rehabilitator (“Rehabilitator”) of 

Senior Health Insurance Company of Pennsylvania (“SHIP,” the “Company,” or the 

“Insurer”), respectfully submits for the Court’s approval this statement (the 

“Restructuring Statement”) regarding the planned restructuring of the Company’s 

insurance policy liabilities, including related modifications of the Company’s 

Policies for purposes of managing the rehabilitation of the Company effectively 

pursuant to the Approved Rehabilitation Plan (“Plan”) described below, and to 

minimize certain potential adverse federal income tax consequences for the 

Company and its policyholders as a result of the rehabilitation.   
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As part of the Policy restructuring, in due course coverage attributable to the 

unfunded portion of Policy Liabilities will be converted into separate Company 

indebtedness to the Policy Owners.  The planned Policy restructuring, however, will 

not affect any policyholder’s or other creditor’s rights or the obligations of any 

State’s Guaranty Association (“GA”).1  The Company does not have, and will not 

have, the financial ability to fully fund anticipated Policy obligations, and the 

Rehabilitator expects eventually to seek the discharge of any unfunded indebtedness 

from this Court.   

The Rehabilitator requests that the Court specifically approve the planned 

restructuring, including the modifications of the Company’s Policies described 

herein, which will be undertaken in this form and become effective on March 31, 

2022 (or such later date determined by the Rehabilitator – the “Effective Date” or 

“ED”), if approved by the Court.   

RELEVANT FACTS 

SHIP is a Pennsylvania-domiciled stock insurance company and has issued 

guaranteed renewable long-term care (“LTC”) insurance policies (each a “Policy”).  

SHIP is taxed for Federal income tax purposes as a life insurance company under 

1 This Restructuring Statement uses certain relevant terms as they are defined in the 
Plan and in the Glossary below.  Terms in bold are defined in the Glossary.  
Capitalized terms not defined herein and not appearing in the Glossary are accorded 
the definition provided in the Plan.   
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section 816 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended.2  On January 29, 

2020, the Court ordered the Company placed in rehabilitation and appointed Jessica 

K. Altman, Insurance Commissioner of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, and 

her successors in office, as Rehabilitator of the Company.   On April 22, 2020, the 

Commissioner, through her Special Deputy Rehabilitator, Patrick H. Cantilo 

(collectively referred to as the “Rehabilitator”), filed a proposed Rehabilitation Plan 

for the Company, and then on October 21, 2020, and again on May 3, 2021, 

following comments thereon, filed an Amended Plan and then the Second Amended 

Rehabilitation Plan, respectively.   

The Second Amended Plan was presented to this Court for approval at a 

hearing occurring between May 17 and May 21, 2021.  The Court approved the 

Second Amended Plan in a Memorandum Opinion and Order on August 24, 2021 

and docketed on August 25, 2021 (“Approval Order”).  Thereafter, the Rehabilitator 

filed an Approved Plan (the “Plan”) reflecting the plan as approved by the Court for 

implementation. 

The Approval Order indicates that the Rehabilitator will file a separate 

application to address the restructuring and tax issues.  This Restructuring Statement 

is referred to as the attachment in the separate application addressing these issues 

2 References to section are to sections of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as 
amended, unless otherwise indicated.   
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that is simultaneously filed with this Court.  (See Application in Support of 

Rehabilitator’s Statement Regarding Restructuring of Insurance Liabilities in 

Rehabilitation.) The Plan contemplates a restructuring of certain Policy liabilities 

consistent with the methodology described in this Restructuring Statement.  Some 

of the LTC Policies qualify under section 7702B (“Tax-Qualified LTC Policies”), 

and none of the LTC Policies has any cash value.  The Company has not written 

new policies since 2003 but has been required to renew its existing insurance 

coverage pursuant to the terms of its Policies and applicable law.  The Effective 

Date of the restructuring will be a date as of which certain other provisions of the 

Plan will also become effective following approval of the restructuring by the Court.  

The Plan contemplates that before the ED the Rehabilitator will determine for 

which of the Company’s LTC Policies the Company is projected to have insufficient 

assets (including expected premium) to fund expected policy liabilities because such 

Policies are underpriced or “Non-Self-sustaining Policies.”  For this purpose, 

Policies are deemed to be Non-Self-sustaining Policies when the assets and 

premiums projected to be available will not suffice to pay the Insurer liabilities under 

the Policies (the “Policy Liabilities”) that are projected to arise under such Policies, 

as well as the extent of their projected underfunding.  To address this projected 

underfunding, the Plan proposes a restructuring of each LTC Policy’s provisions 

that will (a) initially determine any projected amount of Unfunded Benefit Liability
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(“UBL”) that the Policy may have as of the ED for special treatment, and (b) then 

provide Policy options over one or two phases and incorporate other Plan provisions 

that will allow (or require by the Default Option) its Policyholder (the “Owner”) 

pursuant to the restructured policy terms to modify the Policy’s benefit liabilities 

and/or premium rates with one or more option elections to reduce or eliminate any 

potential underfunding in the future (Policyholder Elections).

PLANNED POLICY RESTRUCTURING 

As part of the rehabilitation, the liabilities under the Policies will be 

restructured as provided herein.  As of the ED and prior to giving effect to any 

Policyholder Elections or other policy modifications under the Plan or this 

Restructuring Statement, the Policy Liabilities will be restructured initially to 

separate those Policy Liabilities that the Insurer is projected to have sufficient assets 

to fund (the “Initial Funded Restructured Policy Value” or “IFRPV”) from those 

that it is projected to be unable to fund (i.e., the UBL).  This restructuring will 

include a notional allocation as of the ED of the measure of the Policy Liabilities of 

each Policy as of the ED prior to any restructuring (its “Unmodified Policy Value”

or “UPV,” which is equal to its Gross Premium Reserve (“GPR”))  to (a) a separate 

funded component (the IFRPV) and (b) a separate unfunded component (the UBL), 

with its UBL equal to any excess of its GPR over its IFRPV (measured and fixed 

as of the ED). 
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To determine the amount of this IFRPV, liquid invested assets of the Insurer 

will first be notionally set aside to pay costs and expenses of administration, 

contingencies, accrued but unpaid claim payments, and certain debts of higher 

priority, the balance (“Allocable Assets”) being allocated to the Policies as a group 

and, for certain Plan purposes, notionally to each Policy.  For any LTC Policy or 

group of Policies, the portion of the Allocable Assets notionally allocated to that 

Policy or group of Policies in accordance with the terms of, and solely for the 

purposes described in, the Plan, will be its “Allocated Assets.”   The notional 

allocation of Allocable Assets will be based on the fraction of (a) Accumulated 

Premiums for each Policy as the numerator over (b) Accumulated Premiums for 

all LTC Policies in the same pool as the denominator.   The formula will be applied 

separately to two pools; one pool will include the Policies issued in all Opt-out 

States and the other pool will include all Policies issued in Opt-in States.  All these 

asset allocations are notional and do not give any Policyholder a right to any 

Allocated Assets or any particular sum of money.   The Policy’s Allocated Assets

and its expected premiums as determined under the Plan provisions will then be 

projected to be sufficient to enable the Insurer to determine and fund its IFRPV

component under its restructuring as of the ED.   

As of the ED, any excess of a Policy’s UPV over its IFRPV (i.e., its UBL) 

shall be eliminated from the Policy and its Policy Liabilities, as part of the Policy’s 
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restructuring, and treated as creating an equal amount of indebtedness of the Insurer 

to the Policy’s Owner.  This debt liability will not constitute an insurance obligation 

arising under the Insurer’s Policies and will not constitute a separate contractual 

obligation covered by the applicable GA if the Insurer were to be liquidated.3

Under the Plan this debt liability will be a non-insurance general creditor 

indebtedness.  It is possible, but not guaranteed or projected, that Plan results will 

enable SHIP to make partial payments of the UBL before the end of the last Phase 

under the Plan.  In such event, the Rehabilitator will have discretion to make 

payments of the UBL to Policy Owners or apply any such amounts back into the 

applicable Policy to provide additional benefits thereunder.  However, in any case, 

the Rehabilitator will request that the amount of any such UBL indebtedness that 

remains unsatisfied and cannot be funded by SHIP by the conclusion of its 

rehabilitation be discharged by the Court at the time of the Final Discharge Order. 

As part of each Policy’s restructuring as of the ED, the Plan provides that each 

Policy shall be modified to provide its Owner with a number of options to make 

3 However, it is possible that the obligation of the GAs should SHIP be placed in 
liquidation will exceed the then-current IFRPV for a particular Policy because the 
GA obligations at that later time (if liquidation occurs) will be based on the terms of 
the underlying Policy as modified in the interim by Policyholder Elections under 
the Plan, and therefore without regard to the Policy restructuring as of the ED that 
is described herein  Since the GAs are separate entities from SHIP, that possibility 
is not material to this proposed restructuring of these Policies within SHIP as of the 
ED. 
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Policyholder Elections during Phase One of the Plan and possibly later during a 

Phase Two (as described below in paragraphs 6-13), to adjust the Policy’s benefits 

and/or premiums prospectively in a prescribed manner under the Plan (“Policy 

Modifications”) to minimize the prospects of the Policy being Non-Self-sustaining

thereafter.  Each Policy shall be deemed restructured into its separate IFRPV and 

UBL components as of the ED, and before giving effect to any Policyholder 

Elections or other Policy Modifications under this Restructuring Statement or the 

Plan.  This initial part of the Policy’s restructuring into funded and unfunded 

components will not affect the options available to the Policy’s Owner, nor their 

exercise by the Owner, and these Policyholder Elections will not eliminate any 

UBL.  These Policyholder Elections are designed to enable the Owner to remove 

coverages that are not essential or necessary, thereby reducing any “Shortfall 

Amount” in the Policy (equal to any excess of its GPR over its Allocated Assets), 

and potentially reducing the Policy’s premiums, or at least avoiding part or all of a 

necessary premium rate increase.  In addition, the Policy Modifications shall 

include an explicit clarification that each Policy’s provisions shall be interpreted to 

ensure and maintain its tax qualified (“TQ”) status, if any, despite any other 

provision to the contrary (a “TQ Preservation Provision”). 

Phase One, starting immediately after the date on which the Court approval 

of the Plan has become final (the “Approval Date”) and before the ED, is the 
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principal phase of the Plan, and will strive to reduce substantially or eliminate 

SHIP’s Funding Gap.4  During Phase One the Rehabilitator will determine which 

Policies will require modification because their “Current Premium” (paid or 

waived before the ED) is below the “If Knew Premium” level for the benefits 

offered by those Policies.  The If Knew Premium is computed using an accepted 

actuarial methodology for setting premiums for LTC policies, and is the rate that, if 

charged from inception, would have produced the greater of the initial target loss 

ratio or the minimum loss ratio applicable to the Policy form (here assumed 

hypothetically to be 60% for simplicity).5  An Owner of a Policy with a Current 

Premium below its If Knew Premium level will have to increase its premiums or 

reduce its benefits permanently under one of four options, so that its premiums will 

be adequate on an If Knew Premium basis.  An Owner of a Policy with a Current 

Premium at or above the If Knew Premium will not be required to so modify that 

Policy (to increase premiums or reduce benefits) but may choose one of these 

options to make such modifications.  The Rehabilitator will make all the 

4 The “Funding Gap” is the excess of (1) the sum of SHIP’s (a) future Policy 
benefits, (b) related expense payment obligations and (c) other expenses, over (2) 
the sum of SHIP’s (a) assets, (b) projected future premiums, and (c) projected 
earnings on investment, and is estimated to exceed $1 billion. 
5 The If Knew Premium rates are intended to price policies adequately on a lifetime 
basis, but not recoup losses due to inadequate pricing in the past.  It is sometimes 
described as the premium the insurer would have charged from inception had it 
known what it knows now. 
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determinations and perform the calculations required to construct the options 

available to each Owner during the Plan Preparation Period, which began with 

the initial Determination Date of July 31, 2021 and will end with the Initial Plan

Effective Date (“Initial Plan ED”), which may vary from Owner to Owner but is 

expected to occur in April 2022.  During the Plan Preparation Period all of these 

determinations will be made as of the initial Determination Date, which has already 

occurred before the Policyholder Election Date, by which time the Rehabilitator 

must receive the Policy Election Forms from the Owners to give them effect.  Each 

Owner’s Policyholder Elections will then be implemented on the Initial Plan ED, 

except in the case of an Owner who experiences a Transitional Event, (e.g., starting 

or ending being on claim or Premium Waiver) during the Policyholder Transition 

Period, which is between the Determination Date and the Initial Plan ED.  (See 

Approved Plan Section II.L.)6  This Initial Plan ED may vary from Owner to 

Owner, because it will occur on the Policy’s Monthiversary Date for that Owner 

during the Initial Plan Effective Month, which is expected to be in April 2022.  In 

Phase Two the results of Phase One will be evaluated and additional Policyholder 

Elections may be required to modify certain Policies under a similar set of four 

6 Any Owner who experiences such a Transitional Event will be provided a new 
Policyholder Election Form after the Policyholder Election Date, and this 
Owner’s election (or applicable Default Option) will be implemented as of a 
Supplemental Plan Effective Date.   
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options, in order to eliminate any estimated Funding Gap not already eliminated in 

Phase One.  However, only Policies that (a) have premiums that are not already at a 

“Self-sustaining” level (which would eliminate any Shortfall Amount in the 

Policy), (b) are not “Fully Covered” by applicable GA limits, and (c) whose 

Owners did not elect Option 2 or Option 3 in Phase One (described below), would 

be required to be modified by Policyholder Elections in Phase Two.  In Phase Three 

the Rehabilitator will complete the run-off of SHIP’s LTC Policies in force.  If there 

are then sufficient funds to do so, the Rehabilitator in Phase Three will make 

payments to or for the benefit (by enhancing Policy benefits) of Policy Owners and 

other creditors on account of any amounts owed to them apart from Policy 

Liabilities, before seeking a Final Discharge Order that would eliminate any 

unsatisfied UBL indebtedness.   

Phase One Options 

In Phase One every Owner of a Policy with a Current Premium below its 

If Knew Premium level will be required to elect one of the following four options 

to increase its premium or reduce its benefits to approach that level: 

a. Option 1 (to downgrade benefits) will allow the Owner to continue 
paying at the Current Premium level (even after Premium Waiver), 
but if this is less than the If Knew Premium level, have benefits 
reduced in accordance with Plan provisions (which will select such 
reductions automatically), so that the premium for such reduced 
benefits on an If Knew Premium basis is estimated to be equal to (i.e., 
within a 2% margin of) the Current Premium.  (See Downgrade 
Process specifying the automatic order of eleven potential Benefit 
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Reductions in Plan Section III.A.1.)  This Option 1 is the Default 
Option for an Owner on Premium Waiver, unless the resulting benefits 
would be lower than under Option 3 (NFO) below, in which case 
Option 3 would be the Default Option.  

b. Option 2 (to get Basic Policy Endorsements) will allow the Owner to 
select certain policy endorsements that will provide selected essential 
benefits (sometimes greater than benefits provided by Option 1) at a 
lower premium than under Option 4 below.  Option 2 is designed to 
provide reasonable coverage at reasonable premium rates (substantially 
similar to a newly designed Basic Policy with TQ Benefit Triggers7) 
and can offer certain Owners an Enhanced Basic Policy Endorsements 
version (Option 2a) as well as a standard version, pursuant to Plan 
Section III.A.2.  The Basic Policy Endorsements would modify the 
existing Policy to one with generally more affordable premiums than 
would be charged for the current Policy benefits on an If Knew 
Premium basis, and more limited benefits when compared to the 
current Policy, and its premium increases would almost always be 
lower than under Option 4 (and may entail a premium reduction).  For 
a Policy with a Maximum Policy Value (“MPV”)8 currently above its 
applicable GA limits, the endorsed Policy’s MPV will be adjusted to 
be at least equal to such GA limits.  For a Policy with an MPV below 
such GA limits, the MPV of the endorsed Policy will be adjusted to be 
at least equal to its current MPV.  The adjustments will be made by 
lengthening its MBP.  Any Owner who elects either version of this 
Option 2 in Phase One will not be required to elect further Policy 
Modifications in Phase Two.  This Option 2 is the Default Option for 

7 Under section 7702B(c)(2)(A) TQ Benefit Triggers require that the insured be 
certified by a licensed health care practitioner as (1) being unable to perform 
(without substantial assistance from another individual) at least two activities of 
daily living (eating, toileting, transferring, bathing, dressing or continence) for a 
period of at least ninety days due to a loss of functional capacity, or (2) requiring 
substantial supervision to protect such individual from threats to health and safety 
due to severe cognitive impairment.   
8 A Policy’s MPV is the product of its Maximum Benefit Period (“MBP”) times 
its Maximum Daily Benefit determined as of a specified date, adjusted for inflation 
protection.  For Plan purposes, the Policy’s MPV will be calculated as if its Owner 
went on claim on the ED. 
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an Owner still paying a Current Premium below the If Knew 
Premium level.  

c. Option 3 (Non-Forfeiture Option or “NFO”) will provide the Owner
with a Reduced Paid-Up (“RPU”) form of option or policy, which will 
provide for no further premiums and specified limited benefits (with 
TQ Benefit Triggers) that will never lapse.  Under the Plan, this NFO
form of option will include more generous benefits than would the 
typical industry NFO or RPU option or policy, most notably in that it 
will offer as much as a 30-month benefit period unless the current 
Policy has a shorter benefit period.  (See Plan Section III.A.3.)  Any 
Owner who elects this Option 3 in Phase One will not be required to 
elect further Plan Modifications in Phase Two. 

d. Option 4 (to accept premium increase) will allow the Owner to keep 
the current Policy benefits but pay the corresponding If Knew 
Premium (or, if greater, the Policy’s Current Premium), which may 
require a substantial increase in premium amounts.   

For each of these four Phase One options, Part III of the Plan provides more 

specific details as to their Policy Modifications, depending on whether the status of 

the Owner on the Policyholder Election Date for Phase One fits into one of the 

following four categories: 

1) Active-Premium Paying 

2) Active-Waiver  

a. Under a Dual Waiver (or Spouse Waiver), the Owner may 
suspend premium payments during the time a spouse qualifies 
for a premium waiver.  

b. Under a Lifetime Waiver, premiums are suspended permanently 
after a qualifying period (e.g., 5, 7 or 10 years) following the 
death of a covered spouse. 

3) Disabled-Premium Paying 
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4) Disabled-Waiver  

Under Phase One, the four options described above are designed for the Active-

Premium Paying category.   For the Active-Lifetime Waiver category in Phase One, 

the four options differ generally as follows (see Plan Section III.B.1): 

a. For Option 1, the Owner would continue not paying premium, but the 
automatic benefit reductions under the Downgrade Process would be 
made in the same order as for the Active-Premium Paying category, and 
the Default Option would be Option 1 (or NFO, if more valuable). 

b. For Option 2 and Option 4, during the permanent Waiver period the 
Owner would be required to start paying any applicable If Knew 
Differential Premium amount, which would be any excess of (i) the If 
Knew Premium level for the continuing benefit levels under the 
elected Option 2 or Option 4 (assuming no Waiver is in effect), over 
(ii) the Current Premium level being waived permanently.   

For the Active-Spouse Waiver category in Phase One, the four options (including 

the Default Option) would be the same as for the Active-Lifetime Waiver category 

except that the premium level that the Owner must pay will be determined in part 

by the spouse’s claim status, e.g., as follows (see Plan Section III.B.2):  

a. For Option 1, if the disabled spouse resumes paying premiums, then the 
Active Owner must also resume paying premiums, but at the level 
determined for any downgraded benefits resulting from the 
Downgrade Process when the Owner is not on waiver. 

b. For Option 2 or Option 4, if the disabled spouse resumes paying 
premiums, then the Active Owner must also resume paying premiums, 
but at the full If Knew Premium level (or, if greater under Option 4, 
the Policy’s Current Premium level) for the continuing benefit levels 
under the elected Option 2 or Option 4 (assuming no Waiver is in 
effect). 
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For the Disabled-Premium Paying category in Phase One, the Owner on claim will 

have the same four options (including the Default Option) as an Active-Premium 

Paying Owner, but subject to the following conditions (see Plan Section III. C): 

a. For Option 1, if the Current Premium is less than the If Knew 
Premium for the current benefits, the Downgrade Process for benefit 
reductions would operate the same as for an Active Owner, but certain 
Benefit Reductions described in Plan Section III.C.1.b would apply 
only to new benefit periods after recovery (e.g., concerning changes to 
TQ Benefit Triggers). 

b. For Option 2, changes in the Elimination Period (“EP”) and Benefit 
Trigger would apply only to periods of care following recovery.   

For the Disabled-Waiver category in Phase One, the Owner on claim would have 

the same four options as a Disabled-Premium Paying Owner with the following 

modifications (see Plan Section III.D): 

a. For Option 1, the Owner would continue not paying premiums while 
on Waiver, but if the Current Premium (without waiver) would be 
less than the If Knew Premium level for the current benefits, those 
benefits would be subject to the same Downgrade Process as for the 
Disabled-Premium Paying Owner with the same specified Benefit 
Reductions applying only to new benefit periods after recovery (when 
the full If Knew Premium calibrated to within 2% of the Current 
Premium would become payable).  Option 1 would also be the Default 
Option for this Disabled Owner on Waiver, unless the benefits under 
the Downgrade Process would be lower than under the NFO, in which 
case Option 3 would be the Default Option. 

b. For Option 2 and Option 4, if the Current Premium (absent waiver) 
would be less than the If Knew Premium level for the continuing 
benefit levels under the elected Option 2 or Option 4 (assuming no 
Waiver is in effect), then during the Waiver period after the ED, the 
Disabled Owner would be required to pay any If Knew Differential 
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Premium to cover that difference in premium levels (while the Waiver 
would continue to cover just the Current Premium level). 

Following the implementation of Phase One, the Insurer’s financial condition 

will be monitored to determine whether, and to what extent, additional remedial 

measures may be required to eliminate any projected remaining deficit.  If a decision 

is made by the Rehabilitator, subject to the Court’s further orders, that Phase Two 

adjustments need to be made to the LTC Policies to make them more Self-

sustaining overall, such adjustments will be made only to those Policies that:  

a. are not Fully Covered by applicable GA limits,  

b. did not elect Option 2 or Option 3 in Phase One, and  

c. are Non-Self-sustaining (because the sum of their projected benefits 
and expenses exceeds the sum of their Allocated Assets and projected 
premiums).   

In Phase Two, the Owners of those Non-Self-sustaining Polices that elected Option 

1 or Option 4 in Phase One will have four additional options that correspond to the 

four options in Phase One (for each of the categories of Active and Disabled 

Owners) but that are designed to make them more structurally Self-sustaining as of 

the Phase Two Policyholder Election Date, as described below.  To make such a 

Non-Self-sustaining Policy more Self-sustaining, the Phase Two options are 

designed to require that such a Policy have a Self-sustaining Premium level that 

would eliminate its Shortfall Amount.  This Shortfall Amount is measured by the 
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excess of the Policy’s GPR over its Allocated Assets,9 and its Allocated Assets are 

equal to the product of the Policy’s Accumulated Premium times the 

Asset/Premium Ratio.  This Asset/Premium Ratio is the ratio of the Company’s 

Allocable Assets (described above) to the aggregate Accumulated Premiums for 

all LTC Policies.  The Accumulated Premium is the total Gross Premiums paid, 

and premiums waived, under a Policy (or group of Policies) from inception to the 

valuation date.  For an Owner on claim in Phase Two, a Self-sustaining Premium

will be determined as if that Owner were not on claim, and assets will be allocated 

notionally to the Policy on claim accordingly.  (See Plan Section II.E.4 and 5.) 

Phase Two Options 

In Phase Two, an Active-Premium Paying Owner who had not elected Option 

2 or Option 3 in Phase One would have the following four options (see Plan Section 

IV.B): 

a. Option 1 (to downgrade benefits) would have the same automatic 
benefit reduction process and options as Option 1 did in Phase One, but 
the current benefits would be reduced so that they would produce a 
Self-sustaining Premium level that was within 2% of the Policy’s 
Current Premium level.   

9 The Plan alternatively defines a Policy’s Shortfall Amount as the excess of its 
Projected Benefit Amount (“PBA”), which is the present value of its unpaid 
expected benefits and unpaid expected policy expenses, over its Projected Credit 
Amount (“PCA”), which is the sum of (i) the present value of its expected 
premiums, adjusted for reasonably expected future premium increases, and (ii) its 
Allocated Assets). 
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b. Option 2 (Basic Endorsements) would result in endorsements for the 
Policy that would provide benefits substantially similar to those in a 
newly designed Basic Policy that would have been available under 
Option 2 in Phase One but would produce a Self-sustaining Premium
level that would be no less than 110% of the Basic Policy If Knew 
Premium level for this Policy, which would reflect the cost of delay in 
making this Option 2 election in Phase Two.  This Option 2 would be 
the Default Option for this Owner category in Phase Two and would 
offer an alternative Enhanced Basic Policy Endorsement at a higher 
Self-sustaining Premium level that would resemble that alternative in 
Phase One. 

c. Option 3 (NFO) would correspond to that in Phase One.   

d. Option 4 (premium increase) would require the Owner to pay a Self-
sustaining Premium level to retain the Policy’s current benefits and 
eliminate any remaining Shortfall Amount in the Policy.   

In Phase Two, an Active-Lifetime Waiver Owner who had not elected Option 

2 or Option 3 in Phase One would have the same four options as an Active-Premium 

Paying Owner would in Phase Two with the following modifications (see Plan 

Section IV.C.1): 

a. With Option 1, the Owner would continue not paying premium due to 
the Waiver, but the benefit reductions under the same Downgrade 
Process as for an Active-Premium Paying Owner under Option 1 in 
Phase One would be calibrated so that the Policy’s PBA (projected 
benefits and expenses) would equal its PCA (the sum of its projected 
premiums and Allocated Assets) and produce a Self-sustaining 
Premium equal to the Current Premium.  This Option 1 will be the 
Default Option for such an Owner in Phase Two unless the resulting 
downgraded benefits thereunder would be lower than offered under 
Option 3 (NFO), in which case the NFO would be the Default Option.   

b. With Option 2, the Owner would be required to pay any Self-
sustaining Differential Premium attributable to the Basic Policy 
Endorsements.  The Self-sustaining Premium level used to calculate 
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this Self-sustaining Differential Premium level would be no less than 
110% of the Basic Policy If Knew Premium level for this Policy, to 
reflect the cost of delay in making this election until Phase Two.  The 
Owner may also be offered an Enhanced Basic Policy Endorsement 
with a higher Self-sustaining Differential Premium level.   

c. With Option 4, this Owner would be required to pay a Self-sustaining 
Differential Premium that would reflect any excess of (i) the 
corresponding Self-sustaining Premium level set as if the Owner 
were not on Waiver over (ii) the Current Premium level the Owner 
would be paying if not on Waiver.   

In Phase Two. an Active-Spouse Waiver Owner who had not elected Option 

2 or Option 3 in Phase One would have the same four options (including Default 

Option) as an Active-Lifetime Waiver Owner would, except that any premium 

payment requirement would be determined in part by the spouse’s claim status, e.g., 

if the spouse recovers, the Active Owner would be required to begin paying the full 

Self-sustaining Premium level for the Option 1, Option 2 or Option 4 benefits (see 

Plan Section IV.C.2).  

In Phase Two, a Disabled-Premium Paying Owner on claim who had not 

elected Option 2 or Option 3 in Phase One would have the same four options 

(including the Default Option) as an Active-Premium Paying Owner would for 

Phase Two, subject to the following conditions (see Plan Section IV.D): 

a. With Option 2, changes in the EP and Benefit Triggers under the 
endorsements would apply only to periods of care following recovery.   

b. With Option 4, the Self-sustaining Premium level would be set as if 
the Owner were not on claim. However, in doing so, assets would be 
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allocated to these Owners under the method described above for 
Disabled Lives.   

In Phase Two, a Disabled-Waiver Owner on claim who had not elected 

Option 2 or Option 3 in Phase One would have the following four options in Phase 

Two (see Plan Section IV.E): 

a. With Option 1, the benefits would be automatically reduced under the 
Downgrade Process described above for Active-Premium Paying 
Owners in Phase Two so that they would produce a Self-sustaining 
Premium level that is within 2% of the Current Premium.  The 
Owner may preserve the Premium Waiver, but if the Owner resumes 
paying the Self-sustaining Premium, the benefits would remain 
downgraded as of the implementation of Phase Two.  If the Owner
regains active status, for future periods of care (i) TQ Benefit Triggers
would apply and (ii) the EP would be no less than ninety days (or than 
the current EP, if longer) and would apply to each period of care.  This 
Option 1 would be the Default Option for this Owner, unless the 
downgraded benefits would be lower than under the NFO, in which 
case Option 3 would be the Default Option.   

b. With Option 2, the Policy would be endorsed to provide benefits 
substantially similar to a newly designed Basic Policy, and the Owner 
would be required to begin paying a Self-sustaining Differential 
Premium corresponding to the Self-sustaining Premium level that 
would be required if the Owner recovers.  This Self-sustaining 
Premium level would be calculated to be no less than 110% of the 
Basic Policy If Knew Premium for that Policy, reflecting the cost in 
delay in making this election in Phase Two.  The Owner also may be 
offered an Enhanced Basic Policy Endorsement with a higher Self-
sustaining Premium level.  Changes in the EP and Benefit Triggers
would apply only to periods of care following recovery.  If the Policy
currently has an MPV above its applicable GA limits, then the endorsed 
Policy’s MPV would be adjusted so that it would be at least equal to 
those GA limits.  If the Policy’s current MPV is below the applicable 
GA limits, the endorsed Policy’s MPV would be adjusted so that it is 
at least equal to this current MPV.  The adjustments would be made by 
lengthening the MBP. 
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c. With Option 4, the Owner on claim could keep the current Policy
benefits, but the Waiver would apply only to the Policy’s Current 
Premium.  The Owner would be required to begin paying a Self-
sustaining Differential Premium amount corresponding to the full 
Self-sustaining Premium level that would be required to be paid if and 
when the Owner recovers. 

OPT-OUT STATE ALTERNATIVE RESTRUCTURING PROVISIONS 

Where the insurance regulator of a particular State in which the Insurer has 

issued some of its LTC Policies elects to “opt-out” of the rate modification 

provisions of the Plan (an “Opt-out State”), the Plan in Section VI.V provides 

alternative options in Phase One and Phase Two exclusively for the restructuring of 

those Policies in each such Opt-out State, which would adjust the benefits of each 

such Policy with a Current Premium below its If Knew Premium level to 

correspond to the premium rates approved in that Opt-out State.  The senior 

insurance regulatory official in that Opt-out State must first file an Opt-out 

Election statement by a specified Opt-out Deadline before the ED, to withdraw 

from the Plan’s premium rate modification approval process for all LTC Policies

issued in that State.  Then the Rehabilitator will file in each Opt-out State a request 

to approve the full amount of actuarially justified rate increases (on an If Knew 

Premium basis) for each SHIP LTC Policy issued in that State on a seriatim basis

(policy-by-policy) where its Current Premium is below its If Knew Premium

level, other than Policies on Premium Waiver.  If the Opt-out State timely approves 
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that request for all such Policies, they will be treated as Opt-in Policies that are 

subject to the Phase One and Phase Two options described above, and the State will 

cease to be treated as an Opt-out State (i.e., treated as an Opt-in State).  If the Opt-

out State does not respond to the Rehabilitator’s rate increase request for any such 

Policy within sixty days, that request will be deemed denied, and that Policy will 

retain its current premium level but the benefits of that Policy will be downgraded 

to what its current premium level would fund on an If Knew Premium basis, subject 

to the Policyholder options described below for Opt-out States.  Within that sixty-

day period, the Opt-out State may approve premium rate modifications for some or 

all of its Opt-out Policies issued in that State in whatever amount it deems 

appropriate for each such Policy.  If the Opt-out State responds to the 

Rehabilitator’s rate increase request by specifying different rate modifications that 

are not on a seriatim basis, the Rehabilitator will apply those modifications on a 

policy-by-policy basis and subject each such Policy with a Current Premium

below its If Knew Premium level to the applicable Opt-out Options in Phase One 

and Phase Two described below.  Aside from the different restructuring options for 

Phase One and Phase Two, Opt-out Policies will be subject to the same restructuring 

into IFRPV and UBL components and other modifications and clarifications as of 

the ED as will be the Opt-in Policies.  However, the effective dates for Policyholder 
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Elections in each Opt-out State will be later than those corresponding dates for 

Opt-in States, currently anticipated to be in June 2022.  

Opt-out Options in Phase One 

In Phase One, a Premium Paying Owner (not on Waiver) of an Opt-out 

Policy with a Current Premium below its If Knew Premium level would be 

subject to the following Opt-out Options A-D (see Plan Section VI.V.4): 

a. Option A, the Default Option, would require the continued payment of 
the Current Premium with any increase approved by the Opt-out 
State (the “Opt-out Approved Premium”), but if that Opt-out 
Approved Premium is below the If Knew Premium level, that 
Policy’s benefits will be downgraded to a level supported by the Opt-
out Approved Premium on an If Knew Premium basis.  The 
Downgrade Process for Option A would have fewer steps than that 
with Option 1 for Opt-in Policies in Phase One, in that two benefit 
reductions (for extending the EP or removing Premium Waiver) would 
not apply.  The downgrade would be adjusted by extending the MBP
so that the resulting MPV is no lower than the lesser of the Policy’s 
current MPV or its applicable GA limits (the “MPV Floor”).   

b. Under Option B, the Owner would avoid any rate increase and simply 
continue paying the Current Premium by electing an automatic 
benefit downgrade calibrated to the Current Premium on an If Knew 
Premium basis.  This downgrade would be determined by a calculation 
substantially similar to the Plan’s Downgrade Process mechanism for 
Option 1 in Phase One described above, preclude the Owner from 
selecting specific benefit changes, but unlike Option A, would not be 
subject to any MPV Floor. 

c. Option C would simply provide the Opt-out State’s required NFO or 
RPU option, or if none, the NFO or RPU option specified in the Opt-
out Policy, or if none, an NFO used by SHIP before the Plan.  The 
enhanced Plan NFO offered to Opt-in Policies would not be available 
under Option C.  Typically, these available NFOs continue coverage 
limited to the funding balance remaining after subtracting claims paid 
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and premiums returned from the total of premiums paid under the
Policy. 

d. Under Option D, the Owner would keep the current Policy benefits and 
accept a premium increase to the If Knew Premium level for those 
benefits, even though such rate increase had not been approved by the 
Opt-out State.  This is strictly a voluntary option intended to prevent a 
State’s Opt-out Election from barring a Policyholder from preserving 
current coverage if he or she is able and willing to pay the required 
premium. 

In Phase One, an Opt-out Policy Owner on Premium Waiver will not be subject to 

premium rate increases and will retain the Policy’s current waived premium rates, 

but if the waived Current Premium is below the If Knew Premium level and the 

Policy’s current MPV is greater than its GA limit, the Policy’s MBP will be reduced 

to the longer of (i) what can be supported by the Current Premium (absent waiver) 

on an If Knew Premium basis, or (ii) the MBP required to make the MPV no less 

than this GA limit.  If the current MPV is lower than this GA limit, or if the waived 

Current Premium is at or above the If Knew Premium level, the MBP will remain 

unchanged.  Once the waiver period expires, the Owner must resume paying the 

Current Premium, and if that is below the If Knew Premium level, retain only the 

Policy’s reduced MBP.   

Opt-out Options in Phase Two 

In Phase Two, the Rehabilitator will file in each Opt-out State a new 

premium rate increase request on a seriatim basis for each Opt-out Policy issued 

therein that is not on Premium Waiver and has a Current Premium below the Self-
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sustaining Premium level.  If the Opt-out State responds to this request with a rate 

increase not on a seriatim basis, the Rehabilitator will apply such an increase on a 

policy-by-policy basis.  An Owner of each such Opt-out Policy with a Current 

Premium below its Self-sustaining Premium level would have the same options as 

in Phase One (which are described above) but based on a Self-sustaining Premium 

level.  For calculating such Self-sustaining Premium levels for Opt-out Policies, 

the Rehabilitator will use a separate pool of assets from those used for such premium 

levels in Opt-in States, and assets will be allocated between these two pools in 

proportion to accumulated premiums paid by the current Owners in each group of 

States.  In Phase Two, those Opt-out Policies that are Fully Covered by GA limits, 

or are Self-sustaining, or have elected NFO or RPU options will not be affected.  

An Opt-out Policy Owner on Premium Waiver in Phase Two will not be subject to 

rate increases, and if the waived premium is below the Self-sustaining Premium 

level, will be required to (a) resume paying premium at the current rates when the 

waiver expires, and (b) retain a reduced MBP if the Policy’s current MPV is greater 

than its GA limit.  In that case the Policy’s MBP will be reduced to the longer of (i) 

what can be supported by the Current Premium (absent waiver) on a Self-

sustaining Premium basis, or (ii) the MBP required to make the Policy’s MPV no 

less than its GA limits. 
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It is anticipated that the UPV for most of the Company’s LTC Policies as of 

the ED (“UPV/ED”) will greatly exceed the amount that can be funded (IFRPV).    

As a result, there will remain a substantial amount of Policy Liabilities that cannot 

be funded by the Company, consisting of the UBL which will remain unsatisfied at 

the end of the Company’s rehabilitation.  Accordingly, the Rehabilitator will plan to 

request a Final Discharge Order from the Court discharging the Company of any 

remaining UBL that cannot be funded at the conclusion of this rehabilitation.  To 

the extent that any Policy Liabilities remain unsatisfied then, GA action may be 

triggered to protect Policy obligations covered by GA limits. 

IRS RULING REQUEST 

The Rehabilitator will seek from the IRS a Private Letter Ruling (“PLR”) 

regarding certain tax consequences of the rehabilitation transactions.  The primary 

federal income tax matters to be addressed in the PLR are (a) protection for the 

Policy Owners from adverse tax consequences potentially resulting from any 

changes in their Policies that result from any restructuring or modification of any of 

their liabilities under their LTC Policies by the Company, or from the rehabilitation 

of the Company, and (b) confirmation for the Company as to its tax treatment with 

respect to the restructuring, modification or discharge of Policy Liabilities, 

particularly those liabilities for which the Company currently has inadequate funding 
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(i.e., the Funding Gap).  The specific rulings that the Rehabilitator currently intends 

to seek are:

1. Any Court-approved restructuring or modification of an LTC Policy

described in the Restructuring Statement will not affect the Policy’s issue date for 

purposes of section 7702B, nor result in a taxable disposition of any interest in such 

Policy by its Owner under section 1001, nor result in any amount includible in gross 

income by its Owner, pursuant to sections 104(a)(3) and 451.  Such restructuring or 

modification will consist of:  

(a) Any Court-approved restructuring or modification by the 
Restructuring Statement of any LTC Policy’s provisions relating 
to any benefit or funding amounts or liabilities, any subdivision 
into IFRPV or UBL components, any addition or 
implementation of any option or interpretative provision, or any 
reduction in its Policy Value relating to its UBL in return for 
indebtedness of the Company to the Policy’s Owner; and/or 

(b) Any Court-approved modification, continuation or enhancement 
of any Policy provisions or any benefit or funding amounts or 
liabilities under any LTC Policy by a GA or its designated agent 
should the Court find that the Company is insolvent and should 
be liquidated. 

2. The Owner’s tax basis in any LTC Policy will remain the same amount 

immediately after any Court-approved restructuring, modification, guarantee, 

assumption, continuation or enhancement of any of the Policy’s provisions or any 

benefit or funding amounts or liabilities described in PLR Request paragraph 1 as 

such tax basis was immediately before such transaction. 
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3. When any Policy’s UPV is restructured as of the Effective Date to 

minimize the Policy’s unfunded liabilities, for purposes of Subchapter L of Chapter 

1 of the Code as of such restructuring’s Effective Date: 

(a) The Company will include in income under section 803(a)(2) the 
total amount of the existing tax reserves under section 807(d) 
attributable to the UPV/ED of the Policy; 

(b) The Company will be able to deduct under section 805(a)(1) 
accrued benefits equal to the UPV/ED of the Policy; 

(c) The Company will include in premium income under section 
803(a) the restructured Policy’s IFRPV as of the Effective Date; 
and 

(d) The Company will deduct under section 805(a)(2) the increase in 
tax reserves under section 807(d) attributable to the restructured 
Policy’s IFRPV coverage. 

4. Under section 108(a), the Company will not recognize income as a 

result of the discharge by the Court of certain obligations to Policy Owners resulting 

from the restructurings or modifications of the Policies pursuant to the Restructuring 

Statement (the UBL), to the extent that the Company is insolvent at the time of such 

discharge as of entry of the Final Discharge Order. 
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GLOSSARY 

“Accumulated Premium” means, for a Policy or group of Policies, the total Gross 
Premiums paid, and premiums waived under Premium Waiver provisions, from 
inception until the valuation date. 

“Allocable Assets” means the total value of the Company’s liquid invested assets, 
after making provision for costs and expenses of administration, accrued but unpaid 
claim payments, contingencies, and certain debts of higher priority, as a notional 
determination. 

“Allocated Assets” means, for each Policy or group of Policies, the portion of the 
Allocable Assets nominally allocated to that Policy or group of Policies in 
accordance with the terms of the Plan. 

“Asset/Premium Ratio” means the ratio of Allocable Assets to the aggregate 
Accumulated Premiums for all LTC Policies. 

“Benefit Triggers” means conditions that must be satisfied to be eligible for 
insurance benefits under an LTC Policy. 

“Court” means the Commonwealth Court of Pennsylvania. 

“Current Premium” means the premium paid by or waived for an LTC Policy 
before the applicable Effective Date under the Plan. 

“Default Option” means the Plan option selected automatically for an Owner who 
fails to make a valid election by the required date. 

“Determination Date” means a date as of which all the determinations and 
calculations required to construct the options available to each Owner will be made 
by the Rehabilitator, which may vary among Owners.  For Phase One it was July 31, 
2021. 

“Downgrade Process” means the process for reducing the benefits of a Policy 
pursuant to Option 1 so that the Owner may retain the Current Premium but reduce 
the benefits provided by that Policy to those that the Current Premium can fund on 
an If Knew Premium basis in Phase One and a Self-sustaining Premium basis in 
Phase Two. 

“Effective Date” or “ED” means the date as of which the Plan provisions, including 
Policy Modifications of LTC Policies and Policyholder Elections, will become 
effective. 
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“Elimination Period” or “EP” means the time period under an LTC Policy during 
which an insured’s circumstances qualify for LTC insurance benefits but for which 
no such benefits are yet payable by the Insurer, e.g., thirty or sixty days. 

“Final Approval Date” or “Approval Date” means the date upon which the 
Approval Order from the Court approving the Plan becomes final and non-
appealable or upon which an appellate Order affirming the Approval Order has itself 
become final and no longer appealable.  If the Order Approving the Plan is not stayed 
as part of any appeal, the Rehabilitator may treat August 24, 2021 (the date on which 
the Plan was approved) as the Final Approval Date for purposes of Policy 
restructuring. 

“Final Discharge Order” means the Court Order discharging the Company of its 
remaining liabilities that cannot be funded at the final conclusion of its rehabilitation.  

“Fully Covered” means that the Maximum Policy Value projected for a particular 
Policy is no greater than the limits of Guaranteed Association coverage that would 
apply to that Policy if SHIP were placed in liquidation. 

“Funding Gap” means the excess of (1) the sum of the Insurer’s future Policy 
benefits and other expenses, over (2) the sum of the Insurer’s (a) assets, (b) projected 
future premiums, and (c) projected earnings on investments.  

“Gross Premium Reserve” or “GPR” means the present value as of the valuation 
date of expected benefits unpaid, expected expenses unpaid, and unearned or 
expected premiums, adjusted for future premium increases reasonably expected to 
be put into effect. 

“Guaranty Association” or “GA” means a life, health and accident insurance 
guaranty association or equivalent entity in a particular State that is responsible for 
providing benefits to the policyholders of an insolvent LTC insurer in liquidation. 

“If Knew Differential Premium” means the If Knew Premium less the Current 
Premium. 

“If Knew Premium” means the premium that if charged from inception would have 
produced the greater of the initial target loss ratio or the minimum loss ratio 
applicable to the Policy form.  For the sake of simplicity, the Plan assumes a 60% 
target loss ratio. 
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“Initial Funded Restructured Policy Value” or “IFRPV” means a policy value 
equal to the portion of the liabilities arising under the Policy that the Insurer can 
reasonably be expected to meet based on future premiums and Allocated Assets. 

“Initial Plan Effective Date” or “Initial Plan ED” means the Effective Date for all 
Owners other than those to whom the Supplemental Plan Effective Date applies.  It 
will not be the same specific day for all Owners, and for each Owner the Initial Plan 
ED will be the Policy’s Monthiversary Date occurring during the Initial Plan 
Effective Month, expected to be April 2022. 

“Initial Plan Effective Month” means the calendar month within which all Initial 
Plan EDs will fall, expected to be April 2022. 

“LTC” means long-term care. 

“Maximum Benefit Period” or “MBP” means a Policy’s Maximum Benefit Period, 
which is the maximum time (typically stated as a number of years or days, either 
lapsed time or of provided service) during which benefits will be available under an 
LTC Policy.   

“Maximum Policy Value” or “MPV” means a Policy’s Maximum Policy Value, 
which is the product of a Policy’s MBP times its Maximum Daily Benefit 
determined as of a specified date, adjusted for inflation protection and calculated as 
if the Owner went on claim on the Effective Date.   

“Non-Forfeiture Option” or “NFO” traditionally means an option to exchange an 
existing LTC Policy for a reduced paid-up contract on which no future premiums 
need to be paid by the Owner but under which benefits are limited to premiums 
previously paid less benefits previously received.   

“Non-Self-sustaining Policy” means an LTC Policy for which its Projected Benefit 
Amount exceeds its Projected Credit Amount. 

“Opt-in Policy” means an LTC Policy issued in an Opt-in State. 

“Opt-in State” means a State that has not opted out of the Plan’s premium rate 
modification provisions, or which has opted-out but fully approved the 
Rehabilitator’s rate modification application.   

“Opt-out Approved Premium” means a premium rate modification approved for 
an Opt-out Policy by the Opt-out State. 
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“Opt-out Deadline” means the deadline to file an Opt-out Election under the Plan, 
anticipated to be November 15, 2021.  

“Opt-out Election” means an election filed under the Plan by the senior insurance 
regulatory official in a State to make that State an Opt-out State.  

“Opt-out Option” means an option to modify an Opt-out Policy under the Plan 
during Phase One or Phase Two.   

“Opt-out Policy” means an LTC Policy issued by SHIP or its predecessor in an Opt-
out State.   

“Opt-out State” means a State which, in conformance with the requirements of the 
Plan, has elected to opt-out of the Plan’s premium rate modification provisions. 

“Owner” means the owner of the Policy.   

“Projected Benefit Amount” or “PBA” means the Projected Benefit Amount, 
which is the present value as of the valuation date of the Policy’s projected benefits 
and expenses.   

“Projected Credit Amount” or “PCA” means the Projected Credit Amount, which 
is the present value as of the valuation date of the Policy’s projected premiums and 
Allocated Assets. 

“Plan Preparation Period” means the time between the Final Approval Date and 
the Effective Date, during which preparatory steps necessary to implement the Plan 
will be completed.  It includes the period during which the Owners will make 
Policyholder Elections, which will not become effective until after the ED. 

“Private Letter Ruling” or “PLR” means a private letter ruling issued by the 
Internal Revenue Service. 

“Policy” means an LTC policy issued by SHIP or its predecessor. 

“Policy Modifications” means the restructuring of Policy liabilities, premium rate 
or other funding modifications, benefit modifications, addition of policyholder 
options, and TQ Preservation Provisions made applicable to an LTC Policy pursuant 
to this Restructuring Statement. 

“Policyholder Election” means an election by which an Owner modifies the 
premiums or benefits of a Policy under the Plan.   
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“Policyholder Election Date” means the date by which the Rehabilitator must 
receive properly completed Policyholder Election Forms in order to give them effect. 

“Policyholder Election Form” means the form on which an Owner specifies 
whether, and if so how, the Owner elects to modify the LTC Policy in accordance 
with the Plan terms. 

“Policyholder Transition Period” means the period between the Plan 
Determination Date and the Initial Plan ED during which the Owner may experience 
changes in circumstances (such as going on claim) as a result of which the Owner 
may have to make new Policyholder Elections under the Plan. 

“RPU” means a reduced paid-up form of NFO. 

“Self-sustaining Differential Premium” means the Self-sustaining Premium less 
the Current Premium. 

“Self-sustaining Policy” means a Policy for which its Projected Credit Amount 
equals or exceeds its Projected Benefit Amount. 

“Self-sustaining Premium” means the premium calculated by determining the 
amount of premium required to eliminate a Policy’s Shortfall Amount.   

“Seriatim basis” means that a rate modification or other policy factor is being 
applied separately on a policy-by-policy basis. 

“Shortfall Amount” for an LTC Policy means the excess of its Projected Benefit 
Amount over its Projected Credit Amount.  The Shortfall Amount can also be 
expressed as the Policy’s GPR less its Allocated Assets.   

“Tax-Qualified” or “TQ” means that an LTC Policy or a specific provision 
thereunder (e.g., re: its Benefit Triggers) qualifies under the applicable provisions of 
section 7702B.   

“TQ Preservation Provision” means an LTC Policy provision in the Policy 
Modifications clarifying that the Policy’s provisions shall be interpreted to ensure 
and maintain its TQ status, if any. 

“UBL” means the Unfunded Benefit Liability of a Policy, which is equal to the 
excess of the Policy’s UPV/ED over its IFRPV that can be funded by its Allocated 
Assets and future premiums.   
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“Unmodified Policy Value” or “UPV” means a policy value equal to the liabilities 
arising under the Policy before it is restructured or modified.  The UPV will be equal 
to a Policy’s GPR before it is restructured or modified.  

“UPV/ED” means the Policy’s UPV as of the ED, which will be restructured into 
separate IFRPV and UBL components as of the ED. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE  

I, Michael J. Broadbent, hereby certify that on November 8, 2021, I caused to 

be served the foregoing APPLICATION IN SUPPORT OF REHABILITATOR' S 

STATEMENT REGARDING RESTRUCTURING OF INSURANCE 

LIABILITIES IN REHABILITATION through the Court's PACFile system and on 

all parties listed on the Master Service List. In addition, I hereby certify that an 

electronic copy of the foregoing document will be posted on SHIP's website at 

https-://www.shipltc.com/court-documents. 

/s/ Michael J Broadbent 
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